
DINKY TOYS
No. 771 INTERNATIONAL ROAD SIGNS
A series of road signs was laid down for international adoption in the Convention
of the United Nations Conference on road and motor transport, Geneva 1949.
Many of these signs are in use on continental roads, and this set of Dinky Toys
models comprises a dozen of the most common signs. The signs and their
meanings are shown below, and their use is illustrated clearly overleaf.
There is scope for effective road scenes using the signs with Dinky Toys cars

and commercial vehicles.

WHAT THE SIGNS MEAN

Level Crossing One Way Road—No Entry

'JC\ross Roads—
*^ Danger

Dangerous Bend

Major Road
Ahead

Overtaking Prohibited

,|30l Speed Limit

Maximum Weight
Permissible

/i\y Road No Parking

Keep Right

The Convention was signed by the undeTrr.eTitToTred countries, d^a H.-*S-hoped
that within a few years the signs will be introduced in many lands, thus achieving
a large degree of international uniformity, which should result in greater safety

on the roads.
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DINKY TOYS INTERNATIONAL ROAD SIGNS
Typical examples of the use of international road signs are shown in the accompanying
illustrations of Dinky Toys models. Although Continental practice is represented—-
with traffic on the right hand side of the roads—the signs can be used to good effect in

all Dinky Toys road scenes.

This picture of a road junction
features a "Speed Li nit" sign in
the immediate foreground, with a
" No Parking" sign beyond. Note
the "Keep Right" sign on the
dividing strip of the dual carriageway,
and the "School" sign on the
secondary read.

On the right, a secondary road is
shown crossing a main road. The
two inverted triangles on the
secondary road warn drivers that
a main road is immediately ahead,
while the appropriate signs on the
main road indicate the intersection

of a secondary road.

The illustration on the leftsshows
the signposting of cross roads,
and of dangerous bends ahead.

The sign in the foreground of the
illustration on the right shows the
maximum weight permissible on the
bridge. A "One Way Road—No
Entry" sign indicates that the narrow
road beyond the bridge is for one-
way traffic. Vehicles crossing the
bridge are approaching a built-up
area; hence the "Speed Limit" sign.

M A D E E N G L A N D B Y M E C C A N O L ID

Ask your local dealer for a coloured booklet of the full range of Dinky Toys


